G4S Risk Management Group

G4S Risk Management Group is the specialist protective services business within G4S Plc. We help our customers succeed by designing and delivering cost efficient risk management services and decision support that enables them to conduct their business safely and successfully in complex, low-infrastructure and challenging environments.

We provide meaningful intelligence so that our customers can respond quickly and confidently to situations, threats and opportunities. We have a truly global reach with expert local knowledge, which enables us to offer our clients valuable insight and intelligence essential for their business operations.

Seize opportunities safely and successfully — global intelligence, assured decisions

Who we are and how we operate

We are a trusted and respected provider of political and security analysis, and open-source information, intelligence and critical insight, and analytical and training support solutions. Our Intelligence and Advisory Services fuses open source information with insights drawn from our extensive footprint and on-the-ground networks to provide incisive analysis and informed strategic advice to our clients.

Our Services

From standalone products to comprehensive programmes of support, our clients value our practical, relevant and sustainable intelligence and advisory solutions, which include:

- Embedded Analysts
- Bespoke Reporting and Monitoring
- Global Intelligence System (GIS)
- Non-financial due diligence and investigations
- Thought leadership

Our demonstrable experience includes:

- Detailed risk advisory to support the design, planning and construction process for a US14 billion oil refinery in the Middle East
- Threat assessments to inform the development of risk commensurate security policies, processes and procedures for a mega construction project in West Africa
- Advisory and planning to support a multinational Middle East-based telecoms company enhance the operational effectiveness of its security systems
- Regular risk assessments for a National Oil Company working across oil fields in southern Iraq
Our Approach
Exposure to political and business risks pose challenges for investment and operational security globally, particularly in the emerging, volatile and frontier markets. Understanding these risks through intelligence analysis, advisory and insight can mark the difference between success and safety, financial or reputational loss.

We fuse open source information with the insights drawn from our extensive global footprint and on-the-ground networks in more than 90 countries to provide incisive foresight and informed strategic advice to companies, governments and individuals working in these challenging, unfamiliar or opaque markets. Our approach is based on committed partnership with our clients. We work collaboratively to understand the objectives and challenges our clients face so that we can build a comprehensive intelligence picture to answer not just the ‘why’ and ‘how’ but the ‘so what’, the ‘what next’ and the ‘what if’.

Our trained open source intelligence analysts are regional and thematic experts and regularly spend time on the ground working with our G4S country teams and supporting project delivery. This ensures our clients receive the very highest level of support and access to the best available information and analysis. Central to our confidence in meeting the objectives and quality expectations of our clients is the level of access we offer to our analyst team. This enables our team to comprehensively understand the challenges our clients face and develop appropriate responses.

**INTELLIGENCE FUSION**
Our team provides embedded and remote analysts for an intelligence fusion centre collecting and analysing threat data pertaining to one of the UK’s largest critical infrastructure projects. Our analysts work with key stakeholders including from the client, local police forces and government authorities.

Key elements of our delivery include:
- Supporting the establishment and evolution of the intelligence fusion centre
- Development of an information database
- Source management
- Regular and ad hoc information and analysis reporting
- Information analysis training

Our approach — of dedicated and highly flexible analytical support services — enhances the workflows of our client. We have provided niche capabilities and subject matter expertise helping our client drive operational effectiveness as the intelligence fusion centre has evolved.

**INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY**
We manage the global security risk for the International Cricket Council, which holds multiple high-profile events in around 20 countries each year, in addition to frequent staff travel. Our product allows the client to make informed decisions in a timely manner.

Key elements of our solution include:
- 24/7 threat monitoring via the Global Intelligence System
- Bespoke risk assessments and monitoring to assist the client gain a deeper understanding of the local environment
- In-country assessments to support our analysis

“[G4S] responsiveness, high-quality analysis and strong understanding of our company’s needs has helped [G4S become] an integral part of our organisational risk management practices and is an important component of our process to determine the security needs of ICC personnel and events.” — Security Manager, ICC